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Contributed Papers 
THE EFFECTS OF CARBONATE GEOLOGY ON URBAN RUNOFF: 
WATER QUALITY ASPECTS 
JACK D. MILLIGAN ' ' 
ROGER P. BETSON 
r�nnessee V�lley Authority 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
r-- --� AB�TRAC;J' ------, 
A st4dy of urban runoff in fouf subbasins within a Knox­
ville; Tenn., watershed was conducted as part of EPA's 
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program. The four subbasins 
represent three ur�an land-use types, residential, strip 
commercial, and central business district. Flow propor­
tiona! runoff'samples', rainfall, and dryfall samples were 
collectpd for water quality analysis. A water quality mass 
balance was used to differentiate the effect of different 
urban land-use types and carbonate geology on urban 
runoff water quality. Rainfall/runoff load ratios illustrate 
the effect of carbonate geology on different water quality 
constituents within the subbasins and their potential im­
pact on ground water. Correlation coefficients between 
input/output ratios of conservative constituents and ante­
cedent dry days were calculated; these further illustrate 
the relationship of carbonate geology to urban runoff. The 
seasonal nature of the magnitude of urban runoff losses 
to the ground water system was evidenced by the reten­
tion of potential runoff mass within the subbasins during 
dry weather storms. It was found that urban runoff in 
areas underlain by carboante geology may have a signifi­
cant impact on ground water quality. 
BACKGROUND 
The information presented in this paper is part of a larger 
study of urban runoff conducted in Knoxville, TN, as a 
component of EPA's Nationwide Urban Runoff Program 
(NURP}. Only three of the 28 NURP studies addressed 
urban runoff impacts on ground water. The authors be­
lieve this is the first study to examine urban runoff in an 
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area underlain by carbonate' geology, where direct access 
and/or extremely shallow overburden allows the chemi­
cally unhindered movement of surf�ce ruhoff to the 
ground water system. 
The two other NURP studies that addressed ground 
water were performed in Long Island, NY, and Fresno/CA. 
The thrust of these studies was to evaluate the effective­
ness of recharge devices'as a means of managing 'urban 
runoff and their effect on ground water quality. At both 
locations, ground water surfaces were ar least 20 meters 
below the base of the recharge device, allowing most ur­
ban runoff pollutants to be retained by the unconsolidated 
material above the water tab1e.�The unconsolidated over­
burden in the Knoxville study areA is shallow to nonexist­
ent, with numerous outcroppings of the carbonate bed­
rock. 
SITE DESCRIPTION, WATER QU�LITV: 
SAMPLING AND MEASUREMEN::r 
Figure 1 shows the locatioo of the tour subbasins within 
Knoxville's Second Creek, drainage basin that we�e used 
for detailed study of r,ainfall and runoff. The tour, subbasins 
repfesent three types of urban land use: two residential 
areas, designated R1 and R2 with ar�as of 0.28 km2 and 
0.36 km2, respectively; a strip cpmmercial (SC} area of 
0.39 km2; an,q a central business district (CBD} area of 
0.1 0  km2• Additional information on each of th� study ar.: 
eas is presented in the companion paper by Betson and 
Milligan, this yol. 
At the runoff exit point frOm each of the four subbasins, 
storm runoff flows were measured and flow proportional 
composite water �amples collected tor water quality ami!Y-
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Figure 1.-Subbaslns In the Second Creek watershed repre­
senting three urban land use types-residential (R1 and R2), 
strip commercial (SC)1 lind central business district (CBb)­
lnstrumented for detailed study. 
sis. Volum� of wet and dry precipitation were·measured 
and samples collected at a central location within each 
subbasih. Samples wer& analyzed for chemical constitu­
ents in accordance with methods described in Standard 
Methods (1980): A thorough description of the sampling 
and measurement methodology is presented in Milligan et 
�1. (1984). . 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
' . . 
Batson �nd M[lligan (thi� vpJ..) showed that ·the soluble 
carbonate geology within the four wate[·quality study ar­
eas caused a I� of potenti.fll storm runoff significantly 
above wfl�l woulct be .exp�Q.ted in ·a noncarbonate area. 
This loss of r\JnQff as a result QHnfiltration into the soil/rock 
system was fo.un..d to be variable among the four ,catch­
ments and depended upon the percentage of impervious 
area withio e�ch- b�in. The CBD,• for example, bad the 
lovyest·runoff,losses and contained the highest percentage 
of impe�ious area. The SC; R.1.:and 82 catchments had 
progressively higher amoums- of runoff losses and con­
tained respectively lower percentages of: impervious area. 
This can� shown hierarchically where: 
For runoff losses: CBD < SC < R1 < R2 
For percent impervious area: CBD > SC > R1 >R2 
These findings suggest that concurrent with hydrologi­
cal effects pollutant loading in Knoxville's urban runoff 
may also be affected by the carbonate geology qf the 
area. To evaluate this' aspect o'f urban runoff, a mass i:ial­
ance was calculated for each rurioff evant! The total atmo­
spheric tna's�rtrlp�t o(con�tit�erits to,each s�udy water­
shed precediQg -a ruriof:t event was determi!led from the 
dryfall aryd, yvetfall data collept�.,duri�;�g·the intervl:\!s'be­
tween successive tuooff .eVents. "(his tota} atmos-pheric 
input. mass (dryfall plus wetfall) wa� divided by the total 
mass Ooad) of a constituentme}lSured in the runoff a8soci-
ated with the preceding atmospheric'input _interval. 
· 
The resulting storm· input-outpyt . pollutariJ ,loa� ratio 
permits an assessment of the influence of carbonate geol­
ogy-on U!ban runoff loads ana tHe 'p9tentialjor iiJlpacts'on 
ground water quality. For example, ratios greater than. 
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unity indicat_� that atmospheriC? input exceeds runoff out­
put, suggesting the retention of JT!ass within the drainage 
basin or loss through the carbonate geology. Ratios less 
than unity indicate that runoff output exceeds atmospheric 
input, suggesting a contributipn of mass by the drainage 
basin to the runoff load, such as from road deposits left by 
vehicles and lawn and garden fertilizers. 
In Table 1 the mean of the ratios of the atmospheric 
input loads to the storm runoff loads is given for all storms 
sampled in the CBD, SC, R1, and R'2 subt?asins. The most 
significant aspect of the data in this table is that among 
the four subbasins the input-output ratios progressively 
increase so that in general: CBD < SC < R1 < R2. This 
hierarchy holds for most constituents and suggests a di­
rect causative relationship with th(3 previously established 
runoff losses to the ground water and an inverse relation­
ship to the percentage impervious area in the subbasins. 
For example, runoff losses are lowest for the CBD catch­
ment because of the high percentage of impervious area, 
while runoff losses in the R2 subbasin are highest be­
cause of the lower percentage of impervious area. Conse­
quently, mean input-output load ratios are lowest in the 
CBD and highest in th(3 R2 subqasin. 
· 
The retention. of mass within a basin during a storm 
event may be a result of infiltration and subsequent en­
trapment or adsorption [n the soli�s, or it may be tl:)e r�sult 
of loss to the ground water through surface-connected 
solution chann�ls. 111 the CBD subbasin the high percent­
age of impervious area prevents storm runoff from reach­
ing the soil or subsurface solutiorr channels. Conse­
quently, the input-output ratiqs are much lovyer than those 
for the R1 and R2 subbasins 'where access 1s less re-
strained by large imperviou� -araas. 
• 
Wh!3ther significant po!1ions of urban runqff p_ollutant� 
are lost to the ground water or are merely retained within 
the soils of the Second Creek basin is' difficult' t6 deter.: 
mine without directly measuring ground water quality. 
However, indirect measurements in this study have pro­
vided- an abund'ance 'of circumstantial evidence to con­
clude that signific�nt quantities of pollutants in Knoxville's' 
urban runoff are enteting the ground water. This·evidence 
includes: 
1. Mass J:?alance data from BatSon, 1976, sho�ed an 
accumulation �! atmospheriq P<?llutants (inf?ut-output load 
Table 1.-Mean ratios of atmospheric Input loads (wet and 
dry) to storm runoff loads-for storms sampled1n the 
Second Creek basiiT. 
Constituent pao sc R1 R2 
TDS 0 .51 1 .1 2.3 5.3 
TSS 0.12 0.27 0 .53 1.7 
TKN 2.0 1.7 4.3 9.8 
TP 0.33 0.17 0 .43 2.6 
N� + NOa 2.2 19.4 12.9 23.9 
TOC 1 .2 2.0 6.8 13.6 
COD 1.0 1 .4 5.7 8.9 
K 0 .16 0.24 0 .48 1.5 
Ca 0.09 0 .06 3.2 0 .42 
Mg 0.10 0 .35 0 .50 J 0.76 
Na 0.95 0 .86 4.6 9.7 
Cl 1.0 0.79 2.7 19.9 
so. 1.8 1 .5 9.0 31.4 
Fe 0.15 0.18 0 .33 1 .0 
Mn 0.31 0.23 0 .25 1.5 
Cu 4.1 7.9 9.1 ·100.4 
Zn 0.77 0 .51 2.2 4.6 
Cr 0.21 3.4 13.7 11.8 
Se 4.1 4.1 17.3 27.1 
Hg 10.8 59.2 ,.28 .0 85.0 
Ni '3.8 4.1 17:3 27.1 
Cd 3.7 2.8 36.3 �.8 
Pb 0.46 0.17 0 .82 1.3 
AI 0.27 0.34 0.34 1 .3 
ratios > 1.0) within a Knoxville area watershed (PI�ntation 
Hills) geologically similar to the Secon� Cree_k bas1n. . . 2. Mass balance data acquired dunng th1s study Indi­
cated a large portion ot_urban runoff l�aq was retained 
within study watersheds that are underlain by soluble car­
bonate rock and lightly developed. 
3. Hydrological modeling (Betson and Milligan, this 
vol.) indicated that significant losses of urban runoff to the 
ground water occurred above that which would be re­
tained merely as soil moisture. 
In addition, further analysis of data from the R2 subba­
sin, where the largest runoff losses would be expected, 
showed high,positive correlations between the input-out­
put ratios of conservative constituents, such a� potas­
sium sodium chloride, and sulfate, and antecedent dry 
days: This w�uld impry that during the season of high 
intensity, short duration rainfall, and longer antecedent dry 
periods, the ground water table would be low. R:char�e 
by urban surface runoff :vvould readily oc?ur, carrym� With 
it the relatively nonreactive elements. Th1s hypothesis op­
erates following the premise that storms of high intensity 
usually are of short duration an� low jntens�ty storms. t;tre of long duration. Bearing out th1s hypothesis, a nsgat1ve 
correlation did exist between intensity and duration (r = 
- 0.64) for stmms during the stutly period. 
The' seaSonal variation of urban runoff Jesses to the 
ground water is further 'evidenced by the �ha!19e 'in the 
inpur....output ratios of individual storms dunng the study 
. period. For example, historically <luring January, February, 
and March, the greatest amount of precipitati�� occu�S: in 
·the study area; resulting in saturated soil.condltiOns and a 
high water table. Under;these circumstances the amount 
of runoff1eaving a·watershed, such lis the'H1 or R2 sub­
basins,·represents a highei"percentage of'the·input to the 
basin. Consequently,'rainfall-runoff'load ratiels are low. 
Conversely, during September, Ogtob.er: and November, 
the driest months of the year, soils are usually far below 
saturation. The water table then is depressed, resulting in 
a smaller percentage of the runoff leaving the basin 
through surface run�ff and a greater accumulation of pol­
lutants within the basin. 
Under these latter circumstances the rainfall-runoff 
load ratios are at an annual high. The seasonal fluctuation 
in load ratios at the R1 and R2 study sites is shown in 
Table 2. The table presents the average rainfall-runoff 
load ratios for the 3 months of the year with the greatest 
and least precipitation. The data indicate that nearly all 
constituents have larger load ratios during the dry months 
-ntble 2.-Average rainfall runoff ratios during wet months 
(January-March) and dry months (September-November) 
In the residential subbasil)s, R1 and R2. 
Constituent 
T DS 
TKN 
TP 
N02 + N03 
TOC 
COD 
Ca 
Mg 
Fe 
Mn 
Cu 
Zn 
·cr 
Hg 
Cd 
Pb 
AI 
Wet 
R1 R2 
Dry Wet Dry 
Months Months Months Months 
0.5 1.9 2.0 4.1 
3.0 3.4 5.1 18.0 
0.3 0.2 0.5 10.2 
6.7 2.4 25.5 15.3 
0.8 1.8 5.1 5.6 
0.4 1.3 1.4 6.9 
0.6 0.3 0.07 0.1 
0.1 0.4 0.1 0.7 
0.02 0.7 0.5 1.6 
0.1 0.3 0.4 1.7 
15.9 4.5 47.3. 9.6 
0.5 3.2 2.1 4.7 
0.3 3.9 1.4 8.8 
8.5 12.7 
0.7 6.5 3.0 20.3 
0.1 0.8 0.6 1.2 
0.02 0.3 1.5 1.8 
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and smaller ratios during the wet months.;rt'liS'. additional 
information' provides further evidenc(th.at'�o)lu'tants in 
urban runoff from the 'R1 and R2 subbasins are entering 
the ground water in significant quantities. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The hydrological data 'COII�cted during lhls study and. the 
mode� simulation� performed !lJ.Sing J�e ctata t'!,av}3 s_�Qwn with some certainty that the solubl� parbon9;te J�Ck 11'). the 
Second Creek basin is a dominaling factor relat1ve to the 
urban hydrology of the area. Regarding the areas in this 
study, a significant quantity of the pote11tial ru,n?ff does not leave the study basin via surface runoff. It drams through­
soluble carbonate rpck cavities, proba,bly,, err)eJQi!lg in 
springs within the sam� wat�rshed or perhaps.transfer�ng 
into an adjacent drainage ba�fn. . 1 
The study has ��OW!:J how t�e sol_uble c�rbonate. rock 
dominates the urban hydrology in the S!'lco,nd ·Qreej< ba­
.sin. The chemical constituents .assoc!af�·vtilll th� urb9:n 
hydrology then could be similarly affeQtect. l;{owEtv�r. th1s 
may not �e the' case because· p�ysiGB-119h�m!cal �rqper­
ties of the soil overburden can act as a ch�m1cal smk for 
urban runof( pollutants, thus reducing �heil:,pre!>�nce in 
either the surface runotf or the gr,q)Jnd,water; 9onversely, 
equilibrium conditions in the sha!low soil oyerbyrden 
could eventually manifest, facilitating, the pa$Sag� of pollu­
tants to the ground water, while a percentage of all constit­
uents could enter the 'groung wat�r dire¢1y.throuijh eSur-
fac8-connected solution channels. ' ' 
Although 'it would be necess�y to. di�ec;:tly ·me��re 
ground water by sampling �eJis tp, det�rrniJiljl !hQ pr�Jse 
impact of urbfin runoff pollut��ts 00 wound water quali� 
'in karst t��rain, severt;tl c�nclus1on� can pe.made frorp th1s 
study regarding the l[ld1rect _relat,on�hiP b_etween,. urban 
runoff and ground water: . . 1. The data indicate that in drainage areas �ontammg 
high percentages of impervious area (such· as the CBD 
and SC subbasins) the prbancrunoff will generally ,have a 
higher pollutant load in terms of mass per unit area ttian 
basins with a low percentage of impetvious area (such as 
residential drainages).·· • ·• 
2. The ratio'of atmospheric mass iriJ:>Ut to sorfac'e ntass 
output (runoff) is larger for:study basins witlt small perce�t 
·impervious areas (such as resiaential meas) in compan­
son to basins with higher percent impelilious areas (such 
as high development areas). . . 3. A positive relationship was found between th� Input­
. output ratios of less reactive -pollutants-arfd a�tecedent 
dry daY$, indicating the transport·of.these const1tuen1s to 
the ground water system: • 
4 The loss 'Of pollutants in urban runoff fo' the ground 
wat�r system is seasonal, with1he greatest qaantities lost 
during dry months, the least during wet months. 
In general, indirect evidence indicates thatboth h�drol­
ogy and pollutanls in urban runoff may be ,XofoOndly Jnflu­
enced in lightly developed drainages Onderlain_by"soluble carbonate rock. ·• · 
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1 rUSJNG 1�-S'fREAM'MONITORING STATIONS TO ·EVALUATE 
_,#oL.fUTION·FROM tJRBAN .'RUNOFF 
' �z t � . ) 
LELAND L. HARMS 
r•Department-of Civil Engineering 
�South'E>akota School-of Miries and Technology 
REWi�n�f+l1 ·Soulti E>ifl<ota. · 1 t" .. "' � ,. ...,.�(� ... l 
·� a.A6�q�()u�o 
., 1\ 3-y_!af.�tu�y, of.t�� !Jrban runoff whiph .entered Rapid 
' Creer<:Was·oegun ln'19a'O. 'rhe' Rapid CitY study was part 
of EPA's National Urban ltunoffF'rogram·(NURP) in which 
� eonimu11itie� acros5 the Unitep States participated. 
Rapid ''Creek; a hfg�uality mountain stream, enters 
•• RaplcJ Citylrdm the west after flowing through primarily an 
undavelo�. lore�ed area. The treel< discharge is con­
·fr6lled!by ·a mi:mri\ade' reservoir fobated approximately 15 
'miles trom Rapid City. 1'\lo knoWn 'POint sources of pollution 
a�•upstrearil'from Rapid Cit}( 'fhe creek changes into a 
•· 'slo�ei" ·maving; pra,rie stieyni as it exjts onto the plain east 
-·of tfle city.. ·N 
-"Rapld CitY is loca\ed at the foothiOs to tlie Biack 'Hills in 
·western�S6Uffi':Dakota and is 'the1eounty seat for Pen­
' ninQtoii Counly. The· largest oofiuilunity in western South 
Dakota, Rapid City is the b'lisir\ess center for much of the 
''Surrounding" 'are'8. Betw�en 1940 and '1960, ·Rapid City 
e�psrienced ·a dramatic growth rate• resulting in a 1960 
�t·papul{ltiori of4:Z,399, up from 13;844 'in 1940. A more 
• stable, •much �lo\her growth ocqutredTn the next two dec­
'"ades, gjving a'1980censusiigure of 46,492. 
·''FIE�B 1'111ETHODS 
�- �� j�l � • 
.. J.h� lqca.tions .. of tlie six sampling stations are indicated on 
F.igure 1. ·�deally, · a sampling station should ·have been 
��placed just upstream of all·urban development, . and· just 
downstream from the city. Station 1 essentially satisfies 
·tbe upstream station, but some urban influence will mani­
fest �ts�lf :because of an increase in density of dwellings 
�d upstream highway traffic. It was not hydraulically pos­
si�e to establish a sampling station downstream from the 
study,area before other nonpoint sources of runoff would 
enter ·Rapid ... Creek. Consequently, a theoretical station, 
•• No. 5&,:mas deyeloped which mathematically establishes 
dpwnstream values based on mixing the loads pres�nt at 
station 5 (the last station on Rapid. Creek) and station 6 
(the }8$t rnajor•urban·.drainage into Rapid Creek). 
:!< .P.rainag� areas r�nged in size <.from 13,650 ha (33, 730 
acres) at station 1 to 650 ha (1,610-acres) at stfltion 5. 
,lapdt\Jsage varied from 96.percentnonurban at station 1 
to \9 -percen' nol)urban•at station 6. Complete land ·use 
,inforrqation can·be obtained from a document by Harms 
et al. (1983). 
The majority of the water samples were collected using 
automated equipment, but some samples were collected 
mlinuall� primarily at tne, upstream sta,tions. .Periodic 
.l?ase-line samples were tal<en at norr1lal�low� conditions by 
. manual ·'metnods. 'Even with the automa\ed 'eguipment, 
the field 9r9V{S tried to be on site during the runoff events . 
• Manually coll�cted ·water samples were 'Obtained by 
wading -streams and cdllecting depth-int�ratea aliquots, 
using between 10 and 15'verticals across thEtchannel. In 
the1iltf' yearof ttle. studY, baseline and p'recipitation runoff 
·�mples ·were·'�coii�Cted directly lnto'r)evi 3.8-L (1-Qanon) 
plast�C? mil�,cdn!a!ners·. D4rtn9., 1981 and 1982; samples 
w�re coll�cte� in DH-'77 depth-Integrating ��mpl�rs. After 
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collection, the samples were transferred to new plastic 
milk. containers. All sampling equipment and containers 
were rinsed three times with· native water· prior to taking 
the first aliquot. The sample·.was immediately cooled·.to 
4°Cr 'Oate, time; and stage wer.e 'recorded.1mmediately 
before and after sample collection. 
The automated sampling equipment, •referred to.as an 
urban l)ydrology monitoring system by the U.S. ;Geologi­
cal Survey (USGS), jncorporates a microprocessor-based 
system control unit to receive an on-site record and to 
control the autpm,ated water sampling device. Th&.system 
would switch on tQ storm mode when.a select stage{ cor­
responding to a definite discharge, was reached inEtteam 
during a storm event. The system woulctmake continuous 
recording data (time,· date, stage, accumulate"d • rainf�ll. 
and sequential sample number) l:it a predetermined time 
interval ranging from 30 seconds to 1 hour. If a rapid. rise 
in stage occurred, the timing sequence was overripden 
and -�ddition�l sary1ples were -collected. Samplea were 
pumped into new 3.8-L (1-gallon)'Piastic containers which 
were stored in,a refrigerator unit-at 4°C,.and ttanspor.ted 
as soon as possible to the South Dakota School of Mines 
' 
LlGdD @::.'::���-� 
' 
Figure 1.-Map of Rapid "Creek and tna)of<lralnage basins 
within fJapld City proper; !l&mpllng site locations. 
Figure 2.-Automated sampling station. 
and Technology (SDSM&l) environmental engineering 
laboratol)< Under most ·con(jiti6ns; samples were deliv­
ered .to the lab within 3 hours of collection. A sketch'Of this 
equipment is showh in Figure 2. ' ' 
LABORATORY METHODS 
,All sample preservation and preparation were done in the 
laboratory. Flow-weighted composites were normally 
made for eaqh station using the appropriate aliquot from 
each discrete sample. Yolumes·for each aliquot were de­
termined by calculating the volume-under the hydrograph 
thai each sample represented, baseflow included. A com­
·puter program was developed to compute the correct ali­
quots, Harms and Smith (1 983): 
Compo_:�ites were produced using a USGS cone splitter 
(U.S. Gaol. Surv. 1 980). The splitter-splits any·sample into 
1 0 equal aliquots to the nearest 1 percent. The cone split­
ter yvas evaluated for accuracy prior to use. After sotne 
practice the error averaged about 3 percent, the sum of 
the_qone'splitter and an�ytical error, Aft� the composite 
was properly constituted, the cone splitter was used to 
split the composite sample into individual containers for 
storage and preservation. 
A quality assurance (QA) plan was developed and ap­
proved. by EPA. Standard� (both known· and unknown), 
duplic'ates, blanks, and spikes were routinely. analyzed. 
Values'not satisfYing tl1e QA.requirements were not en­
tered into the data base. 
RESUtTS 
·lnterpretatiqn of, the results�o�·a field study are only as 
good as t�e samples collected puring the. investigation. 
The error introduced into. the "data �rom the sampling pro­
cedur� is often overlooked or ,not evaluated. Data for 
events 27 flrld 30 were sac�ificE:ld in an a�mpt to deter­
mine whether the automatic samplers were collecting rep­
resentative samples. Manual samples were collected at 
the same time that the automatic sa.mpler was going 
through its sampling sequence by _integratil)g with �epth 
at various vertical sections along the horizontal cross sec­
tion of the sampling station.' All manual samples were col­
lected using standard USGS equipment and procedures. 
Both suspended solids (SS), and ttolatile suspended 
solids (VSS) tests were conducted in duplicate on all indi­
vidual samples for both events. 
A comparison of the automated versus manually depth­
integrated samples was made using paired t statistics in 
both the conventiomit, normally distributed mode, and 
also in the'log-normal mode. Results of this comparison 
are shbwn in Table 1 .  The sl(ewn'ess coefficient was'used 
as an indication that the data were better evaluated ir1 the 
log-normal mode. The data were positively skewed which 
indicates that the data points are clustered to the left with 
the higher readings being the extreme values to the right 
of the distribution. 
A critical examination of the sampling approach demon­
strated the importance of the sample size. For example, if 
the paired t-test was performed on the suspended soliC!s 
data of Site 4 by eliminating one sample in turn, the result­
ing seven tests would not show a significant difference five 
times (an acceptance leyel of 71 percent). 
Perhaps a more practical approach would be to evalu­
ate the data based oh the difference and the percentage 
of difference between the two methods of sample collec­
tion. This scheme is presented in Table 2. Station 3 does 
seem to show the effects of the heavier bedload as most 
of the deptH-integrated samples had higher suspended 
solids. Even then, ijle average difference in concentration 
is slightly less than 1 0 percent. 
CONTRIBUTED PAPERS 
A summary of the differences in·paired samples is given 
in Table 3. These data were obtained at each station as 
'described above-for station·3. ' : · • 
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It is.difficult to compar� tt}� automatic samples because 
a firm and true value for each sample is no� available. 
Although unknown, some sort 'of sampling error is:·un­
doubtedly associated with thE( depth-integratE¥1 ,method 
being used ;as the standard in this comparison.�tn addi­
tion, each laooratory test has its own errors and does not 
yield a single true value. 
In conclusion, the automatic samplers are apparently 
collecting reasi>n®ly representative samples at all the lo­
cations. To collect enough samples to confirm ttti� statisti­
cally was beyond the scope of the project. The samJ?Ies 
collected at station 4 woul(j appear to be the most sus­
pect, but �h'e .average difference betweeh autorjlated and 
depth-integrated samples was qnly approximately 7 per­
cent. 
SNQWMELT R.UNOFF 
Three snowmelt runoff events were sampled during the 
winter of 1 981-82. In addition, some in:stream conductiv­
ity measur:ements \Yere taken on some minor snowmelt 
events. Figure 3 shows a typical conductivity pattern and 
its relation ta discharge. These data are from' runoff 
caused by the melting of about 4112 inches of snow, the 
cool and cloudy weather ·making it a slow "developing 
event. A substantial portion. of the· pollutants, as evi­
denced by the change in conductivity, were!' present in.the 
runoff from the first day althqugh the' increase-in' stream 
flow is barely perceptible. It is also interesting 'that the 
Table 1.-Palred 'Student's t Test Resulfs.· 
t, Normal t, L6g-Norinal 
Site distr. distr. 
'�ss 
•'' vs� No. n t.05 ss vss 
3. 9 2.31 -'1.34 0.00· -2.801 ' 0.01 
4 7 2.45 2.541 4.252 ,2.811 3.361 
5 7 2.45 0.00 .1.22 0.68 1.32 
6 6 2.57 -0.75· ,.1.00 . -9-27 •1.39 
'· 
1 A significant difference exists between automated and depth-Integrated samples. 
2A highly significant difference exists between automated and depth-Integrated sam-
ples. ' • 
Table 2.-Differences in paired samples for �lte 3. 
' SS, mg/L v��. �g/L 
Sample A" %A fi.: %·A 
27-3.1 - 10 -12.05 0 ·< 0' 
27-3.2 -· 16 - 13.91 0 0 
27-3.3 - 3 - 2.68-;, - 3  -'23.08 
27-3.4 - 8 � 7.34". 2 '12.50 
27-3.5 - 16 '-12.70 0 0 
30-3.1 - 74 -15.70 -1 - ·1.92 
30-3.2 - 170 - 13.82 - 4  - 3.92 
30-3.3 43 7.06 4 7.69 
30-3.4 7 1.67 2 5.26 
I%AI ,= 9.66% IO(oAI= 6.04% 
a • Automated sample value - depth-Integrated sample value. 
a = 100 .<I./automated samP.Je value. I % a I • Mean of absolute values of %a. 
Table �.-Summary of differences in palre'cl samples. 
Site No. SS, % VSS, % 
3 9.66 6.04 
4 6.95 4.88· 
5 6.51 5.57 
6 4.43 6.74 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
RAPID CREEK·AT EAST MAIN STREET 
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Figure 3.-Conductlvlty and discharge at station 4 during snowmelt runoff • 
. maximum temperature for the first day was still below 
,freezing· at -3°C. 
The background values for all parameters, as measured 
at .station 1·, were consistently low and nearly constant. 
·Chlorides, for example; remained less than 4 mg/L at sta­
tion 1 while exceeding 100 mg/L at stations 4 and 5. Data 
fot sodium show the same trend. Even though the-City has 
made efforts to limit the salt it places on the streets, the 
effects are obvious. 
Snowmelt runoff events can result in gross contamina­
tion of the receiving watercourse as evidenced by the SS 
.concentrations found. For event 25, the only site thafdid 
not exceed·200.mg/L•of SS was station 1, u�stream from 
Rapid Ci�� A concentration -of 200 mg/L is normai!Y ac­
cepted as an average SS value for untreated doll)estic 
sewage. Tlie municipal wastewater treatment plant is cur­
rently required to reduce SS to a 30 mg/L level prior to 
discharge i(lto Rapid Creek. 
UNDILU1ED EVENT 
MEAN CONCENTRATIONS 
The undiluted event mean concentration, UEMC, was se­
lected to indicate the quality of runoff entering the stream. 
The UEMC was calculated for each parameter from labo­
ratory data for a particular event by subtracting out the 
portion associated with the baseline flow, as follows: 
OBL Cat + ORO UEMC = Q EMC 
and, 
UEMC = Q EMC - Oat Cat 
ORO 
where, 
OBL "' Base flow preceding runoff events, cfs 
Cat= Assumed base flow concentration for the,param­
eter under consideration. Value- is assigned from 
baseline quality obtained from samples collected 
when runoff was not affe,l:ting the quality, ,mg/L. 
ORo = Mean runoff flow, equal to in-stream mean flow 
recorded during a runoff event-base. flo� (Q -
OaJ, cfs. 
1 · '  • 
UEMC = Undilute� event mean concentration, a calculated 
approxirn,atiori. of the mean concentration of a pa-
ra'ryleter i� the runpff, mg/L. � 
0,= Mean_i�treafn_flow during a runoff event, flow 
we.igtJt�dj i.e., (0) (Runoff duration) = Volume of 
water passing a station during event, cfs: 
EMC = Event ���� c.o�cel)tration. Obtained by-lab9ratory 
testing of a flow· weighted composite sample, 
mg/L. , 
A detailed presentat(on of. the UEMC can be found in a 
paper by Harms ana Smith (1985). 
' 
RAINFALL RUNOFF LOADS 
Rainfall runoff load� for each event were calculate� by 
using the.U�MC foreach•parameter. The UEMC was mul­
tiplied by the volum� of runoff to give the total-load to the 
stream in pound�. The amount. of material entering Rapid 
Creek is dramatically increased as the stream moves 
thro1,1gh Rapid City. Table 4 shows these increases aa a 
percentage of the load entering Rapid City (at station 1}. 
Tj'le higher percentages are associated with those constit­
uents that fluctuate· with .suspended solids, the most pre­
dominant being total lead. Lead was almost entirely tied: to 
particulates, and very little dissolved lea<;! was detected. 
An important consideration is that these Jo"l:tds are de­
pqsited in the stream within a relatively short time. Down­
stream from the Rapid .City urban -area ·is the municipal 
Table 4.-lncrease In runoff loa�s. 
Parameter 
Ammonia-nitrogen 
COD 
Chloride 
Total Kjeldahl N 
Total lead 
Nitrate + nitrite 
Station 56 Is a theoretical sHe. 
PercenHncrease 
Sta. 1 to Sta. 561 
633. 
24,400 
12,900 
2,530 
104,000 
2,300 
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.Parameter 
Total P 
Dissolved P 
Sodium 
Suspended solids 
Volatile SS 
Total residue 
Percent Increase 
Sta. 1 to Sta. 551 
. .  
·14,000 
800 
5,980 
63,500· 
;61,400 
4,730 
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Table s.�oays nee(;fec:l fqr•ffluent from wastewater treatment facility to match urban runoff load. 
Urban runoff T ime·reqtJired to g"e�;�erate 
Parameter load;lb urbari runoff load from effluent, days 
coo-
median 15,600 4.5 
minimum 1,480 0.4 
maximum 120,000 34.3 
ss 
median 205,000 117 
minimum 26,700 15 
maximum 1,830,000 1,045 
TKN 
median 253 0.2 
minimum 74 0.06 .. 
maximum 4,670 4 
TOTALP 
median 140 0.4 '· 
minimum 16 '0.04 ··t" 
maximum 1,640 4.7 
Note: Calculations based on an average effluent of 7 MGD, COD - 60 mg/L, SS • 30 mg/L, TKN • 20 mg/L, Tot!ll P • 6 mg/L. 
wastewater .treatment facility. Assuming that the facility 
treats its sewage to normal levels, Table 5 gives an indica­
tion of the. time required.for � effluent to deposit loads 
corresponding to the runoff loads for a limited number of 
pa,rameters. The predominant problem is consistently sus­
pended matter and. those constituents-affiliated with sus­
pended material. Organiys, based upon chemical oxygen 
demand (COD), and nutrjents would not appear to cause 
excessive degradation of Rapid Creek based upon ac­
.ceptable Joading rates at the wastewater treatment pla.nt. 
However, the suspended solids load can be extreme. It 
would take 3 months·forthe treatment plant to discharge 
the same amount of solids that a moderate storm event 
would cause to be wastfed into the creek. It would take 
almost 3 years for the effluent to contribute· solids equal to 
those deposited in RapictCreek in 1 day t>y a 6.35-cm (2.5-
inch) rain (Event 21). 
From the discussion above, preventive measures ap­
parently should be directed primarily toward reducing the 
suspended solids loads. A suspended. solids reduction 
could also be expected to reduce COD, total Kjeldahl ni­
trogen (TKN), lead, phosphorus, VSS, and total residue 
loadings. 
WATER QUALITY STANDARDS 
The State of South Dakota has water quality standards, 
defined according to beneficial use, for every surface wa­
ter within its geographic boundaries. The beneficial uses 
for the stretch of Rapid Creek that was studied are listed in 
TableS. 
Table &.-Beneficial uses of Rapid Creek. 
Table 7 compares the most stringent criteria for.th�.ben­
eficial uses with the observed in-stream values"frbm1his 
study. As expected, ti'J.e urban rul)off causes th� vioiE;�.tjon 
of the in-stream water quality standards on,a regul�r. ba­
•Sis. St�ndards .for SS, and fep� colifo.un •. are �xpeeded 
during most �unoff ev�nts, wh,ile. the !>ta11d�rd for ammonia 
is exceedeg only occ�ionally. Evaluating the signjficance 
,of these violations is difficult. Data -which. measur� tJ'le 
-impact of these.levels during dynamic, .shocl< loading .situ-
,a,tions are virtuaiJy nonexistent. , • '• 
SUMMARY 
Sam,pling of urban r,lJnoff was ponqucted'.for-3."years.on 
five.i11:strea..m �ati.Pns ao9 pne rnajor.watecs,bed,..Acttleo" 
reti.c$tl: station, 56, was·used .to iodicate.tha,jn'IStrea,m. con-
ditions in Rapid Creek below the urban' area,, L.� • • 
T.h� V/qter .• qualjty ill. Rapid .• Creek...is,.significSU,JtiY de­
graded by urban drainage during both snowmelt af'1.q rain­
fall runoff events. Most of the water quality peyram�ters 
studied increased in concentration at the downstream lo­
cations. The water quality stanc;fa.rds, exqept �peci,fic ,con­
ductance, for the stream in question were·violated'a'uring 
runoff events. 
' l ' • ' ' •.• r. ··:" '. 
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Table 7.-Comparison of water quality criteria and observed values. 
Parameter 
pH 
Ammonia NH:rN, mg/L 
Specific conductance, �o�mhos/cm 
Suspended �·ids, mg/L 
Fecal coliform, No./100 mL 
Most strlrlgent Observed values 
use criteria in-stream 
6.0 to 8.3 
About 0.3 
2,500@ 25°C 
30 
200 
505 
Min. Max. 
6.96 8.98 
0.03 
217 
2 
35 
0.67 
1,010 
2,300 
68,000 
Comment 
Violation 
Violation 
No problem 
Violation 
Violation 
�� � � .; 
.. 
CONSERVATION SERVICE FIELD OFFICE PROGRAM DELIVERY 
BY HVDROLOGI� AREAS 
STEPHEN F. BLACK 
Soil Conservation Service 
LJ.S. Department of Agriculture 
champaign, Illinois 
.....----- ABSTRACT ----....., 
T.he major resource concerns in Illinois are soil erosion, 
water quality, farmland protection, land use changes, wa­
ter supply, flooding, wildlife habitat, and socioeconomics. 
In addressing most of these concerns, the hydrologic 
area must be considered. In addition, the hydrologic area 
is a major factor in addressing other concerns such as 
critical soils, mined land, drainage, and irrigation. The 
Soil Conservation Service in Illinois is implementing a 
pilot progr�m in 14 counties and field offices to deliver 
program services by hydrologic areas. ihis system pro­
vides for developing comprehensive resource plans for 
watershed areas within e\lqh county, organization of case 
files to deliver services by watershed groups, and report­
ing of all accomplishments by eact} county hydrologic 
unit. The system operates within the current county 
boundaries with coordination of watershed areas across 
county nnes as applicable. Resource planning on hydro­
logic areas prOvides the means for identifying and mea­
suring offsite, as well as onsite, benefits of various -con­
servation altetnatives. This allows local decisionmakers 
to consider and balance the public and private, or offsite 
and onsite, benefits of alternative strategies for address­
ing their local resource concerns. Resource plans pre­
pared for hydrologic areas will outline the objectives, 
goals, and actions established by the local people. Vari­
ous agency prdgrams will then be used, as applicable, to 
address or implement specific parts of a resource plan. 
Delivery of services by hydrologic areas will be expanded 
to all counties in Illinois over the next 3 to 4 years. 
The major resource concerns in Illinois, as identified by 
the Resource Conservation Act process, are soil erosion, 
water quality, farmland protection, land use changes,. wa­
ter· supply,. flooding, wildlife habitat, and socioeconomic 
issues. In addressing most of these concerns, the hydro­
logic area is a highly effective factor. In addition, th� hydro­
logic i;irea is a major factor in addressing other concerns, 
such as critical soils, mined land, drainage, and irrigation. 
The Soil Conservation Service in Illinois is carrying out 
a pilot program in 1 4  counties and field offices to delivery 
pr9Qram services by hydrologic areas. This system pro­
vide$ for developing tomprehensive resource plans lor 
wateirshed areas within each county, organizing case files 
to d�liver s�rvjces by watershed groups, ahd reporting all 
accomplishmpnts by'eacn county hydrologiq unit. Cu{rent 
political boundaries will hot be changed. The system oper­
ates within the curret�t county boundaries .with coordina­
tion of watershed areas across county lines as applicable. 
The base map for the hydrologic unit system uses t�e 
major river basins of Illinois. Each �sin is subdivided into 
additional units ranging from 1 5,000 to 250,000 acres. 
This serv.�s as the base map for coordinating all multi­
countY. watersheds in the State. and serves as a starting 
point for each county. The size and bound�y of each 
county subunit is to be determined by the local soil and 
water conservation district, in consultation with watershed 
sponsors, steering committees, and other local or· commu­
nity groups. The following criteria are to be considered in 
developing county subunits: 
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1 .  Community and landowner priorities and interests. 
2. Potential offsite public benefits, such as water sup­
ply, recreation, and so forth. 
3. Number and extent of resource concerns being ad­
dressed. 
4. Existing or potential project activities. 
5. Size of the area. Maximum size not to exceed 40,000 
acres. 
6. Manageable size-no more than 1 00 operating 
units. 
7. Coordination with adjoining counties as to potential 
hydrologic unit boundaries. 
B. Others as deemed important by local leaders. 
One element of a servicing system includes organizing 
landowner case files and records by groups. Organizing 
by hydrologic units has the following advantages: 
1 .  Resource planning by hydrologic units will require 
coordination with individual farm case file conservation 
needs and treatment decisions. 
2. Mutual interest group planning by hydrologic units 
would be facilitated by this grouping. 
3. Having case files of adjacent landowners facilitates 
progress reporting and additional followup scheduling for 
planning, application, and maintenance. 
4. Landowners become oriented to the watershed con­
cept and their relationship to the community and public 
benefits that will result from conservation treatment. 
After the designation of county hydrologic units, the soil 
and water conservation district sets.priorities of assistance 
needs for each unit. These are based upon the. number 
and degree of resource concerns that need to be ad­
dressed, the potential on and.offsite,benefits that could 
result, the extent of the eroding land needing treatment to 
reach the State's Erosion and Sediment Control Guide­
lines, and the readiness .. of local people to address re­
source concerns. 
PrioritY areas are selected for developmeht of � re­
source plan. This planning process involves the local land­
owners in determining the objectives and.goals they want 
to attain for the watershed area. Resource planning by 
hydrologic areas provides the means for identifying and 
measuring offsite, as well as onsite, benefits of various 
conservation alternatives. This allows local decisionma­
kers to consider and balance the public and private, or 
offsite and onsite, benefits of alternative strategies for ad­
dressing their local resource concerns. 
The hydrologic unit concept includes both onsite and 
offsite benefits. The progress reporting system will pro­
vide needed.data for field office management and should 
be developed to provide data·on community benefits of 
conservation planning and application. 
The b.e�t technology for measuring some offsite bene­
fits is the use of models. Such models can take into ac­
count before and after erosion rates, sediment delivery 
and transport, and pesticide and herbicide loadings. Addi­
tional data need to be developed on the effects of conser­
vation practices and systems on water quality, wildlife hab­
itat, net economic benefits, and so forth. Methods are 
needed to ir:tclude these benefits in resource plans and to 
measure the benefits: as consefvatiQn, systems.afe ap­
plied. Effects of individual practices as well as systems 
may need to be evaluated in regard to the various onsite 
and offsite benefits. 
Onsite benefits include maintaining crop productivity by 
preventing soil degradation, lessening crop loss resulting. 
from sedimentation, and reducing land voids caused by 
gully or ephemeral erosion. Offsite benefits include recre­
ation uses such as swimming, boating, and fishing and· 
the associated reduction in these activities caused by im­
paired water use. Other offsite effects are water supply 
treatment, loss of water supply storage volume, sediment 
in road .ditches, flooding, drainage, wildlife, wind erosion,. 
drifting snow, and aestnetics.,M�thods of measuring off­
site benefits will need to be developed for. field use in 
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resource planning· and il') reporting benefits. t<;,� 
A progress reporting system has been· esta�lished to 
capture progress data by each''hydrologic unit in eal:h 
county.. This system uses cf two-digit code that identifies 
the hydrologic unit within the cqunty. T�e systel!l is cross 
referenced to the national river basin '(�ight-digit) coding 
system. The system permits. consolidation of progress 
data by any size watershed or river basin unit. The tradi­
tional progress reports by counties will still be avajlable 
and will be used for management purposes. 
.As microcomputers become available in, field offices, 
progress reporting can� be coordinated wjth automated 
case file�. In addition, microcomputer modeling and data 
base capabilities should enhance the predicting and mea­
suring of both on and offsite benefits. 
AGRICULTURAL LAND IMPROVEMEN T AND WATER·QUALITV IN 
SOUTH"CEN TRAL MINNESOTA 
HENRY W;"'{:lUAlr>f:· 
Qeparim�ntot Biological Sciences 
Mankato, Minnesota 
INTRODUCTION 
, ,  · . !.1 • 
Overt�e ,past two decades south central Minnesota has 
�een a;classic confrontation between agricultural and wet­
lanc;is inte,rests, characterized by polarization and single­
issue stances. I propose that a third issue, water quality, 
be intrqduced and suggest that water quality could bring 
agricultural and wetlands interests together with a com­
mon purpose, lc;lnd and water improvement. This paper 
will show that geomorphic and .water quality studies on 
agricultural , drainage system in south ceotral Minnesota 
dempQstrates a potential for moving in this direction. In 
fact, legal and legisjative imperatives require that water 
q!.J�Iity be included as a parameter.·Water quality can and 
stto�ld·be the common denominator for all interests in­
volved. 
tlATURE OF COUNTY DRAINAGE 
Dl1CH SYSTEMS � ' l • • f 
Extent 
In the U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1 959, the Department 
of Commerce stated that by the end cit the 1 950's, Minne­
sota tlad drained 4. 7 million ha (1 1 .  7 million acres) or 23 
per6ent qt i�s lapd .. T�iS" represented 1 1 .5 P.�rcent of all the 
agricultural land drained in the United States, second only 
to Indiana. 
In the four south central Minnesota counties, Blue 
Earth, Brown, Le Sueur, and Nicollet, we have several 
hundred county �;tOd judici�l ditches. The U.S. Geological 
Survey (USGS) listed public drainage by counties in their 
1 971-1972 drailiage'survey ·of Minnesota (Table 1 ). This 
survey based only on responses of county engineers, in­
cluded problems of classification, efficiency, relationship 
of private drainage ditches and ditch sheds (U.S. Geol. 
Survey, 1971-72). 
For purpose of Section 208 planning by the State of 
Minnesota, the Department of Agricultural Engineering, 
University of Minnesota, surveyed District Conservation­
ists·of the Soil Con�ervation Service (SCS) (Allred and 
Geiser, 1 978); these figures varied significantly from the 
1 971-1972 USGS report. 
Because of such discrepancies we began an extensive 
mapping program in the counties under study. Our results, 
similar to earlier USGS findings, raise real questions 
about the 1 978 survey on which 208 planning was based 
(Table 1 ). 
Reasons for Drainage (Legal) 
Originally drainage offered a panacea for the problems of 
many early Minnesotans, and it was believed that great 
benefits could be derived from the reclamation of wet and 
overflowed lands. These benefits included: (1 ) a greater 
certainty of a full crop from reduced frost damage; (2) an 
increase in yield per acre and a corresponding increase in 
market value of land, (3) improvement of highways, (4) 
increased profits by freight companies through increased 
shipping of agricultural commodities, (5) increased busi­
ness in towns and villages adjacent to reclaimed areas, (6) 
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improved railroad servic� because of decreased Josses 
from floods and softened roadbeds', and (7) improveme()ts 
in . public health frQm' elimin!'ltion' of dise��e-breeding 
swamps and mar�hes (Palmer, 1'915). 
, 
An historic tabulation of reasons for drainage used in 
the petitions for Blue �rth Coisnty is shown in Table 2 
(Quade, 1 978). Although these petitions involved much 
legal jargon and constitutional �efinitions that supported 
drainage, a trend away from offensiye _(making l�nd use­
able) to defensive (protecting land and highways) petitions 
appeared with time. While most petitions involved several 
reasons, soil erosion and water quality were never among 
them. 
The agricultural benefi�s derived from drainage were 
obvious. Where lal')q co4ld j:>e relieved of water fairly eco­
nomically, such as if) the wet prairies, drainage provided 
relat!vely flat and fer,tile land without the laborious clearing 
of trees (Moline, 1 9�9). Moreover, diffused surface waters 
were considered " . . .  a common enemy, which an owner, 
in the necessary and prqper improvement of his land, may 
get rid of as best he may . . .  " (Pye v. City of Mankato, 
·1887, 31 N.W. p 863). With these attitudes, drainage was 
con�idered progressive; as a result the early drainage 
laws liberally provided a multiplicity of ways to accomplish 
wetlands reclamation. Drainage statutes enacted for the 
purposes of improving· public health proceeded upon the 
proposition that wet, low, and marshy lands provide habi­
tat for malaria-carrying mosquitoes, causing a danger to 
the health and life of people nearby. (See King, 1 980, for a 
detailed history of drainage_ laws in Minnesota). 
" 
What Has Been Drained: SCS and Farmer 
Perspectives 
The findings that 39.9 percent of Blue Earth County was 
within artificial public drainage ditchsheds (Table 1 ), that 
only 5.1 percent of the county was surveyed as swamp 
and 3.3 percent as lake from the General Land Survey, 
and that 12.0 perceht of the county is presently in lake­
sheds indicated that wet lands as well as wetlands have 
been drained (Dunsmore and Quade, 1979). 
Those soils classified as wet and needing drainage for 
agriculture comprise 57.9 percent of the county (Jensen, 
1981). Now 47.5 percent of these soils are within public 
drainage projects, and they comprise 66.6 percent of the 
total drained acreage. How much of these "wet" areas 
have been privately drained is unknown, but probably sig­
nificant. Peat, only 0.6 percent of the county area, is 
drained at 24.2 percent. Jensen's findings indicate that we 
will see more drainage in the tu,ture since only half of the 
County 
Blue Earth 
Brown 
LeSueur 
Nicollet 
Table 1.-EXtent of public drainage. 
1971-72 1978 1979 
Dept. 
USGS Ag. Eng. M.S.U. 
% in public % in public % in public 
drainage· drainage drainage 
50.4 14.9 •39.9 
48.2 34:7 45.9 
43.5 14.3 46.7 
59.4 20.2 58.9 
CASE STUDIES 
wet soils in addit.ion to priyate dr�in�ge have been in- GEOMORPHOLOGY: IMPLICATIONS 
eluded. Diedrick (1 981) states that wet soils (wet land), 
when adequately drained, are the most productive of With the departure of the glaciers, the major development 
nearly all soils, and further. that drained Vo(et soils will yield of th� landscape was from streams and their branches 
10 to 30 more bushels of corn per acre than associated developing upslope into the adjacent landscapes. Stream 
well-dr�ined soils. In the Midwest wet soils represent energy is c�ntrolled by the base 19\iel of the · major 
about 29 percent of tt1e cropland and, with their higher streams, by t1me, and now by man. The main streams in 
productivity, produce a much higher percent of total crops �lue Earth County flow within channels developed by,gla-
grown • .Diedrick further states that wet soils are the least c1al _torrents. Secondary streams are few. Their drainage 
erodible _9f all farmland (in Minnesota soil loss from llw 
�et. 1s weakly �ev_eloped and all have low gradient, weakly 
capabilitY-subclass is 0.93 and from lie is 3.57; lllw is 1 . 1 o 1nc1sed, or umnc1sed channels that developed during ice 
and llle is 6:67 tons per acre). To increase the intensity of wasting. The drainage net development had to be pre-
farming on the more sloping soils would require appropri- empted in places by tile outlet ditches and field tiles. De-
ate soil erosion control practices, and the costs must be pres�ions a!� the most com'!lon landscape feature. They 
shared by the public sector. He'1:oncludes that of th� 91 .8 1dent1fy pos1t1ons of remnant 1ce blocks within or under the 
million acres otprime farmlanajn the upper' Midwest, 33.4 wasting ice field. They are expressed as lakes, marshes, 
milliQn are .t'apabl� subclass w soils and, 1herefore, 36 or potholes. 
pe�c_e_nt �J t�e prime fi!rml�nd' consists of artificially Nearly level land is a hindrance to artificial drainage, 
drained wet soils. His data, and Jensen's, indicate signifi- and long "C!itches of low gradient are required to aid -sec-
cant amounts of wet soil still to be drained. ondary systems. Public drainage ditch systems (quantita-
From the farmers' e<;:onomic viewp,oint drainage clearly tive data on private ditches are lacking)' started in the 
repre.sents a good investment. Leitch (1981) shows that in 1890's in Blue Earth County and for the last nine decades 
sou.th central Minnesota· after afl production expenses, 
has had total cumulative public drainage of 0.5, 6.4, 20. l; 
dra1naQe costs, and real �st!3-t� taxes have been consid- 28.8, 28.9, 29.9, 36.5, 38.3, and 39.9 percent of.the sur-
ered,. values of $�0 average 'net return per acre are ex- face ·area of the county. Most south central Minnesota 
pected (drain construction costs capitalized at 1 2  percent counties have more kilometers of open drainage ditches 
discount rate). Nonmonetary incentives to drain are also than rivers. 
involved, and Leitch estimates. the value of the elimination The termination of Public Drainage Ditches in Blue 
of a nuisance wetland to be' as much' as $30-$60 per acre. Earth County. is shown in Table 3. Fifteen; ditches (88.6 
The nuisance faptor has increased with the development percent) terminate in other ditches which th�n go tq rivers, 
of lar,ge.-scale ms;tchinery and larger ' sized drainage sys- and two (1 1 .4 percent) terminate in ditches which then go 
terns (networks). 
· to lakes. 
Table 2.-Reasons for drainage from petition�, Blue Earth County, Minnesota. 
Reasons given (by legend number) 
#of Public 
Petitions . t;tydrologic. , , A!!!ricultural l;llghway -'en�fl\ 
No. No. 
4, 6 ' 13 '" I· 
��-----;;---,;-����������___:�-=--�..22._�____,..., ''· () '0' . 189{)-!99 2 0 0 0 
<I 7 8- 10 12 14 � 5 9 2 3 1 1  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
% 0 0 
1900-09 1 1  4 '  5 
% 36 45 
1910-19 71 28 68 
% 39 96 
1920-29 19 3· 18 
% 16 95 
1930-39 0 
1940-49 4 0 0 
' J  % 0 0 
1950-59 8 1 3 
o,.u 13 38 
1960-69 10 o. 2 
% 0 20 
1970- 7 0 0 
o,.u 0 0 
Totals 132 36 96 
Legend: 
1 - Prevent flooding of agriculture land 2 • Promote or improve public health 
3 = Be of public utility 
4 • Enhance the value of land 
5 -: Prevent floodipg of roads 
6 • Reclamation of, wet and overflowed lands 
7 • Make land useabla lor cultlvatiqn 
8 • Make land useable lor pasture 
Ot 0 
o· 0 
0 0' 
0 1 
0 1 
o- 0 
() 0 
0 2 
0 50 
0 4 
0 50 
7. 1 
7Ck 10 
3• 3 
43 43 
10 11 
9 • lmpfovement pi highways (drain land lor construction) 
10  • Increase productiv\IY of land 
11 • Public welfare and convenience 
12 • Make land avall�le lor agricultural uses 
13 • Prevent flooding of land 
14 • Make land valuable lor agricultural pses 
0 • Offensive 
!I· 7, 8, 9, 12 
D • Defensive 
1 ,  5, 13 
o .  0 
' 0 
9 0 
22 0 
31 0 
3 0 
16 0 
2 2 
50 50 
1 1 
13 13 
1 0 
10 0 
0 0 
0 0 
30 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 1 
0 9 0 b 9 
0 40 7 7 14 
0 56 10 10 20 
1 8 , ·2 5 2 
5 42 1 1  26 11 
2 0 0 1 0 
50 0 0 25 0 
2 2 0 5 0 
25 25 0 63 0 
2 1 0 8 0 
20 10 0 80 0 
0 0 0 5 0 
0 o. 0 71 0 
7 52 9 31 1 7  
509 
50 0 
11 11 
100 100 
71 70 
100 99 
19 19 
100 100 
3 3 
75 75 
7 7 
88 88 
10 10 
100 100 
7 7 
100 100 
129 127 
50 
1 1  
1'00 
70 
99 
1S. 
100 
0 
0 
1 
13 
0 
0 
0 
0 
102 
8 0 
144 8 
31 5 
0 0 
4 3 
7 9 
4 16 
0 11' 
PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Table 3.-Publlc drainage ditch terminations, Blue Earth County, Mlnneso�. 
Category 
No: ditches 
Km drained 
Perce.nt of drained area 
Percent of numbers 
Ditch to 
river 
' 79 
58,792 
74.5 
74.5 
Ditch to Ditch to 
ditch to dltcl;! to 
river lake 
1 5  
6,848 
8.7 
14.1 
'2 
2,338 
3.0 
1 .9 
Ditch to 
rake 
10 
1 0,521 
13.4 
·9.5 
Totals 
(1 06} 
(78,499) 
(99.60Jtl) 
(1 oo.obro) 
Table 4.-Eroslon control structures In Blue Earth County, Minnesota, by watershed. 
� :�:-#' t::-�1.::! 
WAT ERSHEDS' "i' 
Minnesota 453.Q 
'Btile' Earth 379.2 
t.eSueur 57.9 
tl) Maple 76.8 "0 Wc!tonwan 37:5 CD ..c:: 
e Big Cobb 80.8 
CD Little Cobb ' 33.5 -� a: Direct Blue Earth 87.7 
Minneopa Creek 1 7.2 
Morgan Creek 9.7 
Direct Minnesota 41 .0 
tl) George Lake "0 CD Duck Lake ..c:: tl) Madison Lake CD 
� Severson Lake 
TOTALS 4q3.0 
As larg��cale .d'rairiag� sy�tems increased in the 
county,, th�. ,grjfater volumes of runoff _began to require 
con,trolled:mamigerr)erit practicli)s to prevent erosion� Ero­
Sion control structures (which drop water behind the berm 
to prevent gully tormation) were introduced by the Gover­
ment with Agricultural Soil and Conservation Service 
(ASCS) assitan'ce' in 1 958. To date, a total of 143 struc­
tures have been built in Blue Earth County (Table 4). Their 
primary purpose is to halt prOgressive gullying or ravine 
formation in far"mland by controlling surface runoff. Ra­
vines are also a major )ocation of single farmstead diitnp­
ing and are potentially a significant pollution vector to our 
rivers, lakes, and ground water. For a m,ore complete de­
scriptiqn of erosion contr'pl structure� in Blue Earth 
County s�e Davidson (1 984). 
In our south central Minnesota study (Quade et al. 1 980) 
found the average of 5.4 km2 (3.34 mi2) of drainage area 
for a drainage ditch is si9nificantly higher than reported for 
first-or�er streams throughout the Unitec!·States. Fasching 
(1984) found the entire Minnesota River watershed to av­
erage 9. 1 km2 (5.6 mi2) for first-order streams, a measure­
ment characteristic of second-order streams. Leopold, 
Wolman, Miller (1 964t, using a data base of 1 ,570,000 
first-order streams in the United States, found the average 
area to be 1 .61 km2 (1 mi2). The tile lines function as first­
order streams and the open ditches as second-order and 
sometime as third-order streams as defined by Strahler 
(Quade et al. 1980). Strahler's (1 957) definition of stream 
order is: Order 1 is channels without tributaries; order 2 is 
channels with only order 1 tributaries, including only the 
length segment between the junction upstream of order 1 
channels and the junction downstream with another order' 
2 channel. Drainage density, length of overland flow, and 
other quantitative geomorphic parameters support our hy­
pothesis of agricultural drainage mimicing of first- and 
second-order systems (Quade et al. 1 980). 
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� I � � � II "� 1/j ;I'# �� #I;;;- II ��� �l/ �� ��� � ,l' fJ  � -$ �:§ r.otr-, -� �  lf/ . "' 1/j • 5  ·' ' 
1 38 3.3 5,667 -41 99.1 
1 23 3.1 4,982 40 87.1 
14 4.1 667 48 1 1 .7 
20 3.8 709 36 1 2.4 
20 ,1 .8 652 33 1 1 .4 
1 6  5.1 684 43 1 2.0 
7 4.8 378 53 6.6 
46 1 .9 1 ,891 41 33:1 
4 4.3 202 45 3.5 
1 9.7 6 6 .·1 
1 0  4. 1 4n 48 8.3 
2 20.3 10.2 .4 
1 6.1 6.1 .1 
1 1 6.2 1 6.2 .3 " 1 1 2.2 1 2.2 .2 
1.43 5,722 100.1 
It has been hypot.l'lesized that the glaciated, relatively 
immature landscape of Blue Earth County, over a period of 
thou�ands of years, vyould naturally progress to a state.of 
physical dissection as seen in the unglaciated portions of 
Southeastern Minnesota. However, the active artificial 
drainage in Blue Earth County may be rapidly speedint;J 
up. the maturation of the 1ands9ape. Nfiturally drain�d 
landscape over an extend�d period would be the result of 
physical gullying amtdissection by fir5t-order streams. Ar­
tificial drainage, however, has replaced ttre gullying and 
physical dissection and changed a lak9-marsh landscape 
to a mature fluvial landscape. t' 
As part of the entire drainage scheme, structures �}ave 
functioned to halt the physical dissection of major underfit 
river valley walls with the tile lines dissecting the land­
scape underground •. Blue Earth-County's natural surface 
hydrology, then, represents an odd mixture of immaturity 
arid maturi� The area is Characterized by· large, underfit 
primary river valleys'that do not represent well the associ­
ated low stream orders; and yet, the flat topography is 'Rell 
drained. Erosion conttol structures and tiling are the an­
swers to the above riddle. 
WATER QUALITY IMPACTS 
An early study of !he causes of eutrophication in take 
Tetonka, LeSueur County, south central Minnesota had 
shown that a major drainage ditch system (LS-C-59), 
which entered the Cannon River before entering LSlke Te­
tonka, was diluting th� nutrient concentrations tor aiLpa­
rameters except nitrate-nitrogen (similar to that of' the 
river) (Quade et al. 1 979). 
To examine the output of nutrients from. drainage. 
ditches and natural streams, a·sen�s of 17 sampling sta­
tions was used as shown in four countieS, (Fig. 1 ). Al­
though an attempt was made to group data by county 
management, geomorphology, soils, precipitation, · and 
stream order variation, stream order worked best. Water 
quality data were. b�!'ld on 3, 70Q data points at 1 7  sites 
and were grouped· into three seasons for 1 979: · spring 
,runolt (Mar. 21-�ay 30); growing. ,;;eason (June� 1 0-0ct. 
1;!); and fall harvesting, and plowing (Qct. 24-Nov, 1 1). 
·The major results o(the study included the variability of 
'ditches and streams within the same order, the variability 
of the season of maXimum loading; and the lack of predict­
ability of the relationship of flow to nutrient concentration 
,(Quade et al. 19f!0). ·' 
In Table 5 the relationship of flow to loads of the various 
rliJtrients was not consistent, indicating individ4alitY of nu­
trient concentration among ditches and streams. Fpr ex-· 
ample, in comparing three· second-order ditch�s Wi!h the 
sarrie total floW, Br-J-29, B-J-1 0, and BE-C-5, one can 
see that while total phosphate was fairly similar, TKN and 
nitrate-nitrogen varied- greatly. 
Generally when flow was greatest in one of the seasons 
the chemical load was also greatest in the same season 
(Table 6). Ditch Br-J-30 of Brown County had its major 
Jo�ding for all pa�ameters in the first seasoQ while ditch 
Br-J-10's (also i3rown County) loading came in the sec­
ond season. Nitrate-nitrogen followed flq_w, closely 
whereas orthophosphate showed the greatest variations. 
The third-order ditches and all the rivers had major per-
. centages of flow in the second season except for the Can­
non River which had 4�.8 percent in the" first season. Five 
of the second-order ditches had major flows in the second 
season. 
Shanaska Creek, w,hich'comes off a lake, was at vari­
ance with the general trend of the.. largest chemical loads 
being in the same season as the largest percentage flows 
and showed a load, of nitrate-nitrogen 64.1 percent in the 
first season; spring runoff. 
From the above study, individual · drainage systems 
show a great deal ofvarial5ilitY in nutrient c6ncentratiqns, 
loads; flow/and seasonality 'Of loading. This is 'also seen in 
1\. 
..... • I 
CASE STUQJES 
the maxitnum/minimum loadii'lg ratios where third-order 
ditches (ditches fed by other ditches) are very similar to 
third-order rivers, while the second-order ditches show 
<large differences (Quade et al. 1 980). . 
('.. study done in northern LeSueur'County on proposed 
Ditch 71 by Larson-Albers (1 982) examined the input of 
.. drainage in a glacial moraine area. The river studied· was 
not underfit, and the wetland� were riverin&'ancrpalusfrial 
near the river. Although the proposed ditching of the river 
was halted precluding a direct before and after water qual­
ity comparison, Larson-Albers was able to compare tribu­
tary chemistry from ditch,e� versus wetlands by an analy­
sis of variance. 
This study demonstrated some significant differences-in 
nutrient concentrations among tributaries Qf:a �tream in a 
small geomorphically homo9eneous watershed. A wet­
land-to-ditc!} continuym s:ould be-formed-primarily, on the 
basis of nitrate 1evels, IOVIl iri wetlands and high in .drain­
age 'ditches. One w�tland' i!l the spring .anct �p in the 
summer were distirict frbm drainage ditches in terms of 
their high levels of orthophosphate (P04-P) and total Kje­
dahl nitrogen (TKN). Land use was shown to be a possible 
contributor to water quality with a lower row crop-to-wet­
land ratio matching lowe� nitrate-nitroge11 (NOa�.N) :and 
higher TKN and P04-P'concentrations. This research indi­
cated that the amount of tiling and the position 'of wetlands 
in a watershed may affect water chemistry: 
,z.,. 
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 
,� �· til. - �  "" . l  ,, ...... a Geomorphological studies in south central Minnesota jndi­
c(\J:e that agricultural drainage systems mimic )Yhat woufd 
have been done naturally given enough. tim�. Further­
more, dr�inage sy!)tems may save uplal)d �oil (tzy redi,lc­
ing turbidity going to receiving bodie�). 'requce biocide 
outflow (less soil loss, less plgg¥tlackih9:9t biocide\i},',th­
d.l!ce phosp!{ate outflow� and 'usually inc,r.�ase;nif�tr�-'pi­trogen outflow. One has only to lqok .�t ,lOEf h��IY! 'd,is-
' ,  ·I  
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Figure 1.-Ditch and rivet water quality study sampling sites. 
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PERSPECTIVES ON NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTION 
Table 5.-Total cumulative load of water quality parameters by sit� In kg. 
Second-order 
ditct;�es ' 
Third!o'rder 
'ditch� 
Third-order ' 
• ..,rivers 
� � ... 
Second-order 
:ri;ve'{s : 
11n 100,tl00 ln3 •· 
" 
Site � 
'N-C-4M 
N-C-38A 
Br-J-29 
Br-C-5 
.Br:J-30 
Br-J-10 
BE-C-56 
BE-C-5 
Ls�...:59' 
LS-C-58 
BE-J-48 
N-J_:1A 
N.:.:.J-1 A* 
Br-BE Morgan 
Creel< 
BE-Little Cobb 
River 
LS-Canrion 
River 
LS-Shanaska 
qreek 
Total P04 ·TKN 
No Flow No Flow 
1�599.0 19,250.6 
1,200.3 11,743.4 
·51.5 634.9 
8,71.1.4 46,608.8 
1,009.3 · 9;437.3 
2,154.8 18,666.5 
1,275.4 17,730.9 
795.4 14,626.1 
326'.0 4,448.4 ' 
2,980.3 29,922.3 
10,973.2 100,510.0 
5,533.5 3'Z,361.1 
8,299.9 63,3�8.5 
5,985.9 30,630.5 
12,394.6 132,032.0 
219.3 9 .• 9�1.4 .• ' 
l ' Total 
Dissolved Total 
N03 I, Solid Flow1 
No Flow ·\\Jo Flow 0.0 
193,B82.2 6,614,791.7 93.9 
116,137.1 3.9�3.388.3 75.7 
12,190.7 481,305.0 5.8 
302,405.5 91988,864.5 242.0 
185,116.1 5,822,894.3 70.0 
158,199.1 5,947,185.2 107.0 
76,),49.5 4,'\78,515.6 78.3 
80.�62.4 2,629,249.8 58.9 
50.�35.3 ' 1,0,3,212.5 17.7 
588,988.9 16,9f35,025.5 260.8 
1,176,561.5, 35,325,877.5 535.3 
65&.�65.7 21,fV6,960.0 280.8 
f 
1,033,160.4 38.�10,640.0 482.5 
576,p06.7 1 16,�88, 7 44.1 303.4 
254,467.2 20}67 ,024. 7 528.7 
; 
6,753.3 1,535,491.0 45.2 
l· 
Table &.-Seasonal breakdown of water quality parameter loading as,ercentage of total. 
Sea�nal load,, 
.Flow 
r' ,Sp�ing runoff 
Gfo'fling sea$on 
.Fall har:vest & p(owing � 
... ....... J (' � • 
Totlil.orthophosphatEi-phosphorus 
Sprl!Jg rJ.InoJf. .. · 
,.., Growing 16aspQ . .  � , 
...: Fa!) harvest & plowing 
Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen 
.Spring runoft 
Growing �eason· 
Fall harvest & plpwing 
• Nitrate-Nitrogen 
&pring runoff 
Growing season. 
Fall harvest & plowing 
Total dissolved solids (conductivity) 
Spring runoff 
Growing season 
Fall harvest & plowing 
I 
N-C-40A 
No Flow 
. 
I 
N-9-38A. Br-J-29 
23.8 28.6 
64.9 '11.3 
,38,9 
32.5 
21.� 35.4 
67.3 2-4.8 
11.3 39.8 
22.6 36.0 
68.1 39.7 
9.3 24.3 
23.1 20.7 
64.8 43.0' 
12.1 36.2 
19.6 23.9 
74.2 61.7 
6.2 14.4 
sected, nonglaciated regions of Southeastern Minnesota 
to see what-could ·happen in time . •  
The SCS should, in my opinion, classify agricultural 
drainage as a conservation measure and thereby i{lclude 
more water qualitY features in drainage system design. 
During its first 50 years the SCS received criticism for its 
agricultural practices, especially drainage, The 1 954 Wa­
tersHed Protection and Flood Prevention' Act, P. L. 566, 
alonb with Congressional directives relating to the act, is a 
cl�ic case in point (Jahn, 1 973). Bill Sayre, an engineer 
active in drainage, projects in south central Minnesota, 
stated that no significant chaiiges in design have been 
made sinee the orfginal systems'were constructed, and 
only some materials have been changed (1985). • 
The design of drainage systems musf include a water 
quality component now because Minnesota is attempting 
to recodify the drainage systems and because of the na-
512 
Second Order DitChes 
I Ltc:sa Br-C-,5 Br-J-30 Br-J-1Q BE-C;-56 BE-C-5 LS,.C-59 
1 I 
37.9 81.3 20.0!, 31.9 67.7 64.4 60.2 
62.1 13.2 66.4 ,65.2 t31.1 35.6 32.9 
:o 5.5 13.6 2.8 1.2 .0 6:9 
jj 
,13,4 90.5 11.2{' •37.8 57.3 40.1 53.3 
86.6 5.6 78.4· 61.2 41.9 59.9 40.5 
.0 3.9 10.4,, 1.1 .8 .0 6.1 
25.8 86.6 15.6t 25.2 ·64.6 56.3 66.2 
74.2 9.3 77.6. 74.0 34.0 43.7 28.6 
0.0 4.1 7.4:, .7 � 1.4 .0 5.2 
1 
39.6 73.5 21.� 30.5 73.7 78.0 58.2 
60.4 16.5 63.7}, 65.3 !25.5 22.0 33.7 
.0 10.0 14.8 • 4.2 . .7 .o 8.1 
31.7 69.3 12.71 22.2 !60.3 50.2 45.4 
68.3 37.9 73.8J; 75.7 39.7 49.8 46.5 
.0 2.8 13.5 - 2.1 .0 .0 8.1 
)< l. 
l 
tional plan to implement best 1 management practices 
(BMP's). , 1 
Minnesota drainage law is contained in Chapter. 106, 
Chapter 1 09 dealing ,with towi1J)hip rights. to establish 
ditches, and Chapte.r. 1 12, de�jng ·With- water$hed dis­
tricts' rights to estapUsh ditch�� (Stevens, 1985). The 
roots of Chapter 1 06-go back to the mid 1800's. Because 
?f all thE} �eP,eals anp aiTI�ndm�nts to the statutes, any 
m�erpr�tat1?n of ,the .laws h� be�me a judici.al nightmare With objectives at w1de vanance::Emphasis, m court, has 
been shifted almost completely -lo process rather than to 
substance resulting i{l lack of 'l'�aningful or even under­
standable direction1: Minneso�� State Senator Gary 
DeCramer is sponsoring a bill t��t calls for recodification 
of all the legalese in • .Chapter 1 0�; 1 2  different words are 
used in Chapter 1 06 fpr "ditch" (Gross,.1985). This recodi­
fication, although nO\§ revisiondJVould, however, clear up 
disputes about what -constitutes ditch repairs and ditch 
improvements. DeCramer feels it is time for the legislature 
rather than the courts to address drainage law. 
Most important will be the second step involving sub­
st�{ltive changes. � Prqgpsals for new drainage and im­
provel)1ent of existing drainage in southern Minnesota are 
increasingly finding their way to the State Supreme Court. 
Judge Lawrence Yetka, with the cpncurrence of Judges 
James Otis, C. Donal� Peterson, 1and Fallon ,Kelly, de­
clared, "Surely, under tbe new environmental laws serious 
doubt as to the desirability of any general drainage 
schemes must exist" �March 1 1 ,  1 977, Mankato Free 
Press). " 
· 
Examples of substan,tive issues (nclude the problem of 
benefit assessments th�t have forced farmers to sell their 
land for draining wetlands they wanted to maintain. Prob­
lems exist with local datum which often was a spike in a 
tree (Maher, 1 985}. The custodian�of the datum base ls 
often the county engineer but no law assigns resp<;msibil­
ity for datum maintenance and update. The system is not 
user friendly. Thusly crfiated 'Controversies in ditch clean­
out and repair cases �ave result�d in th'e drainage of 
once-protected wetlands and the flooding of lakes. 
By far the IT!Ost inflarpmatory iss,ue will be that of wet­
land conservation. Joseph Alexander, Commission of the 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, states that 
substantive changes in'the drainage laws are necessary 
and that these should include a greater sensitivity to the 
overall .value of our remaining wetlands to be incorporated 
into a revised State Drainage Law �lexander, 1985}. Any 
substantive changes will involve an �xtremely rigorovs de­
bate, representing a classic exampfe of personal property 
right versus environmel'ltal rights. 1'he ditch systems are 
viewed as a property right paid for and assessed, a "value 
added property right" (Maher, 1 985}. However, the rela­
tionship of drainage to water quality may emerge as a key 
factor. The citizens themselves (from our predominantly 
agricultural region} are placing water quality as the most 
important water problem. In his report, The Citizen and 
Water Management: An Atlas of Water Attitudes in South­
ern Minnesota, Moline (1 974} investigated the spatial vari­
ation in the perception of water resources and water prob­
lems in south central Minnesota. His study involved both a 
stratified (areal} random poll of residents and a select 
group poll of individuals concerned with water manage­
ment and planning within the basin. When asked to rank 
the three major water resource problems in this area, the 
respondents, surprisingly, in both the random poll and the 
select group poll, indicated that "water pollution" was 
clearly number one with "inadequate water resource plan­
ning" number two. "Wet agricultural fields" was the num­
ber three priority for the stratified random sample poll. 
The impact of agricultural practic�s on water quality has 
only recently been examined in some detail. The data 
available by the end of the 1 960's were extremely limited 
(Willrich and Smith, 1 970}, and data on the impact of 
drainage systems on nutrient loading was almost nonex­
istent (Schilfgaarde, 1974}. During the 1970's large quan­
tities of data were collected as a .result of government 
regulation and funding. (Some of this data is ill-based and 
suspect, for example, the drainage extent data presented 
in this paper.} Recent national nutrient loading data clearly 
show, however, that nonpoint sources greatly exceed 
point sources for most parameters' (exception of BOD5}, 
and within agricultural cropland, nonpoint exceeds point 
in all parameters except perhaps total phosphorus of 
rangeland (Duttweiler ai'ld Nicholson, 1 983}. Because of 
the relationship of drainage to cropland this indicates the 
potential importance of Clrainage to water quality. 
Duttweiler and Nicholson, 1 983, state that Section 209 
of the Clean Water Act provides a mechanism for consoli­
dating resource management and BMP's and for integrat-
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ing water resources development with water· pollution con­
trol but that, regrettably, this aspect of the Clean Water Act 
has not received much public attention. They further state 
that, in the context of managing the hydrologic...:ecologlc­
agronomic-economic system, BMP's offer a means of ad­
justing the agronomic st,�bsystem that is the source of pol­
lution and, to a lesser extent, the hydrologic subsystem 
that regulates the rate of delivery and quantity of pollu­
tants reaching the receiving waters. They then break irito 
the familiar scenario that BMP's are generally perceived 
to be of less benefit to the landowner who applies them 
than to the downstream water users or 'to' the general 
public who benefit from improved water quality. Baker and 
Johnson, 1 983, emphasize the lack of information on field­
to-stream transport systems' effect on chemicals and sed­
iment. They state that tile drainage hf!S gel)erally been 
considered a production practice rather than a BMP for 
e{lviron111ental protection. . 
In the summary of the conference on Agricultural Man­
agement and Water Quality at Ames, Iowa, the question 
was raised whether, despite the emphasis on erosiQn con­
trol, reducing soil loss to the T value is a valid water quality 
goal or merely a convenient surrogate? Should a BMP 
systems approach be for the integrity of stream ecology, 
for water quality based on receiver impacts, or for riparian 
ecosystems? BMP's sho'uld .be tailored to each watershed 
hydrology, by a unified comprehensive approach (Schaller 
and Bailey, 1 983}. · 
A further potential benefit,of redesigning drainage sys­
tems could be greater utilization by the warmwater fish­
eries of south central Minnesota (Peterson, 1 985}. 
Changes in slope of the banks could greatly aid in replac­
ing lost spawning habitat. At present, ephemeral streams 
that become channelized (put into a drainage system}. are 
ofte'n downgraded to the lowest possible 'classification 
available (Class 7, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 
(MPCA}). The U.S. Environmental Protection .Agency 
(U.S. EPA};has recently charged the MPCA to reevaluate 
all Class 7 designations in Minnesota Over the next 5 
years. Most Of these are drainage-ditches. 
It is my contention that BMP's are not yet holistic be­
cause the emphasis is on the' source not on the delivery 
system or on the' receiver impacts. The' research I have 
reported on from our area in south central Minnesota 
shows that the delivery system (agriculture. drainage} is 
geomorphically sound, cost-effective for the farmer, .and 
has some real water quality benefits to the receiving body. 
These multiple attributes, however, are not'recognized or 
credited, but, rather drainage progresses in a· defensive, 
single-issue posture. We need to examine and recognize 
carefully the following points: 
1 .  Agriculture drainage is geomorphically sound and 
will prevent problems in the future. 
2. Drainage to farmers is cost-effective and they rank 
water quality as a prime concern. 
3. We need to communicate and recognize the value of 
wetlands, not just their extent. 
Given the three points above we need to design agricul­
tural drainage systems (engineers} that not only get water 
off the fields but do so with a ,delivery system th�t has the 
lef!St negative impact on the water quality of the reqeiving 
body. Our research has shown that drainage ditch sys­
tems.act individually and that differences in load and sea­
son of load vary greatly. This change in engineering em­
phasis should not only be applied to new ditches but also 
to ditch cleanouts and repairs, where most of southern 
Minnesota's legal problems have arisen recently. Finally, it 
should be possible to drain wet land without negatively 
affecting wetlands; and one could possibly incorporate the 
denitrifying ability of wetlands into a holistic drainage sys­
tem. 
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